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Process forces arising during Friction Stir Welding (FSW) have become of
interest to investigators interested in obtaining weld quality information from recorded
weld data. Successful analysis of process forces require the separation of force signals
stemming from material flow mechanisms within the weld from signals influenced by the
FSW machine.
Three modes of FSW control were characterized for system response: Servo
Position (SPC), Electronic Deflection Compensation (EDC), and Constant Load Control
(CLC). The gain value of the feedback loops associated with EDC and CLC modes were
altered and characterized. SPC mode response to vertical changes in the tool position
was also characterized. Machine-specific force signatures associated with the motor
transmission assembly and spindle resonance were also identified.
Characterization of the influence of machine control modes and other machinespecific frequencies on process force signals will allow future investigators to identify
segments of welds during which machine actions influenced recorded force data.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Invented and patented by The Welding Institute in 1991 [1]; Friction Stir Welding
(FSW) is a solid-state process that has proven to be a reliable method for the joining of
aluminum and other alloys. As shown in Figure 1.1, conventional FSW uses a rotating
non-consumable weld tool made up of a pin and shoulder. The weld pin is plunged into
the workpiece and traversed along the joint seam, “stirring” the opposing sides of the
base metal together. The topical shoulder creates heat via frictional rubbing and plastic
deformation of the base metal, and also serves to contain the flowing material
underneath. The solid-state nature of FSW offers many advantages over typical fusion
welding techniques, such as the avoidance of solidification cracking in heavily alloyed
metals.
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Figure 1.1

Schematic of the Conventional FSW process [2]

The through-thickness weld pin allows for full-penetration welds to be done in
relatively thick sections of aluminum with a single pass. Thick section welds in excess of
25 mm have been reported [3]. Figures 1.2 displays a 25mm thick FSW that achieved
full penetration with a single pass. If this thick weldment was to be done with Gas MetalArc Welding (GMAW) process, standard procedures would require deep chamfering and
a minimum 8 individual weld passes [4].

2

Figure 1.2

Thick Section FSW
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CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Since its invention, the process forces occurring during FSW have been of interest
to investigators seeking to better understand and control the process. In addition to the
downward plunge force necessary to keep the weld tool in proper contact, the process
leads to longitudinal, transverse, and torque forces acting on the tool. Investigations into
the magnitude and form of these process forces typically have 3 interests:
1. Tool vertical position process control [3,5-6]
2. Tool breakage and machine limits [7-8]
3. Material Flow and Weld defect detection [9-12]
Historically, FSW development and procedure validation has been a time
consuming and costly process. Post-weld studies, in order to determine weld quality
level and the relative size, distribution, and type of defects present, can be destructive or
non-destructive in nature. Post weld evaluations commonly include destructive methods
of tensile tests and metallographs [3,13-14], or non destructive methods of X-ray
radiographs [14-16], ultrasound inspection [14-17], eddy current [17-18], and dye
penetrant testing [15, 19].
As the thermal gradients [20-21], material flow patterns [3,22-23], and defect
generation mechanisms [3, 24] become increasingly understood and documented, the
feasibility of real-time detection of the generation of defects through weld force
4

monitoring has been probed by a multitude of investigators [5, 9-12, 25-26]. The ability
to detect defects from analyzing the process forces would help increase the efficiency of
post weld evaluation by flagging specific locations along the weld path as suspect, and
would allow for the focusing of non-destructive tests for further defect characterization.
In addition, real-time defect identification capabilities would pave the way for
investigations into “intelligent” FSW machines with the ability to take corrective action
upon sensing the formation of defects.
In order for investigators to successfully draw connections between weld defects
and their associated force data signatures, the data signatures stemming from the welding
machine itself must be properly identified. This forms the motivational basis for this
work. Force data signatures being produced by the machine structure and control
systems must not be confused with the sought after signals that are being created within
the FSW. Within this work, the operating characteristics of the available machine control
schemes were investigated while documenting their respective influence on the recorded
weld force data. Several other machine-induced force signatures were identified that
were associated with the machine motor transmission assembly and spindle resonance.
This characterization and documentation will support future work in weld defect
identification.
Machine Control Schemes
Two dominant control schemes for the positioning of the weld tool exist during
conventional FSW operations: load control and position control. In addition to an
introduction, several of the respective advantages and disadvantages of each control
5

mode are outlined in this section. Hybrid control schemes that actively use both force and
position measurements to control tool moment are not discussed. [3]
Load Control
Maintaining a constant axial load on the FSW tool is a common control method
that has proven useful in both research and production environments. There exists
several methods for implementing such a system, the vast majority of which rely on a
feedback control mechanism to keep the applied welding load within some range of the
setpoint. The relative sensitivity and responsiveness of this system will be specific to the
hardware and software of the welding machine in question, and these attributes should be
characterized by the user in order to determine if the feedback control produces an
appropriate response for their specific application.
Production-orientated users focusing on weld repeatability and robustness may
find load control more suitable than position control during the repeated use of the same
weld parameter set (RPM, travel rate, and plunge force) with the same weld tool and base
material. Production users benefit from the ability of load control to accommodate
variations in panel thickness. Users involved in research and development may find the
use of load control cumbersome during changes in FSW tooling, process parameters, or
base material, as changes to these variables may have an initially unknown effect on the
necessary plunge force. It is expected that these process geometries and parameters
would be altered with greater frequency during research and development.
The majority of load controlled welding machines monitor the upward-facing
reactionary forces (Figure 1.1) acting on the weld column though a configuration of
6

load-sensing hardware elements, such as load cells. With feedback control, this scheme
can actively adjust the vertical position of the weld tool to maintain the desired force. As
with other non-FSW control systems, the response characteristics of this system can be
tuned by altering settings within the control’s algorithm. Proper tuning of this control
algorithm would be necessary to avoid over or under-responsiveness, which would result
in welding forces that track the desired value in a characteristic under or over-damped
manner.
Implementation of a load controlled system can also be done without regard for,
or knowledge of, the tool’s position. Schemes employing a pressure regulator and
hydraulic or pneumatic cylinders to apply the downward welding force have the ability to
regulate force independent of tool position [27]. Rather than controlling the tool’s
position in response to a measured load, the tool is allowed to find its own equilibrium
position in the vertical direction based upon the applied force. Feedback control on this
type of system would be contained within the chosen pressure regulator. Delays in the
positional response of the tool from an increase or decrease of process forces would stem
from the reactiveness of the regulator to bleed off or to add pressure to the system.
Advantages
FSW operations that employ a load control scheme enjoy a host benefits that help
to make the process repeatable and robust. Several aspects are summarized in this
section where load control provides a favorable solution over other modes of control.

7

Panel Thickness Variations
All engineering materials have some variation in thickness (typically on the order
of several percent of the overall thickness, though this varies with material supplier and
the specification tolerances). By allowing vertical movement of the weld tool to maintain
a constant loading condition during the process, slight variations in the plate material
thickness can be successfully accommodated. Whereas position controlled operations
that do not anticipate changes in panel thickness can suffer from increased amounts of
weld flash or loss of shoulder contact if the material thickness increases or decreases,
respectively.

Machine Stiffness and Cost
Welding processes that are carried out in load control act independently of
machine stiffness, as any load-induced flexure will be accommodated by the feedback
control system. This advantage allows for additional freedom in the design of the
welding machine for two main reasons:
1. Extremely high stiffness within the machine’s load frame is not required;
as long as the system can safely withstand the anticipated welding loads
with some acceptable safety factor.
2. Detailed characterization of the machine stiffness would not be required; a
process that becomes increasing complex for weld systems with traversing
weld heads, long travel lengths, weld tables with spatially varying stiffness
values, and multiple degrees of freedom.
If desired, these process advantages can be exploited by designers to produce
relatively low cost machine designs. [27]
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Disadvantages
Many of limitations and disadvantages associated with load controlled FSW
setups stem from an overlying assumption within the feedback control system. An
assumption is made that pushing the tool further down into the weld plate during the weld
creates higher reactionary forces, raising the tool up reduces these forces, and that
somewhere in-between there exists a stable force value that results in the proper toolworkpiece positional relationship to produce the desired weld. The potential lack of
repeatability and robustness within load controlled systems occurs when this assumption
breaks down. Depending on the specific welding situation and process application, a
multitude of factors can present themselves as problematic to a successful load controlled
weld. Several of these factors are discussed in this section.
Tool Geometry Restrictions
Efforts furthering the optimization of FSW tool geometry tend to move forward
with the motivations of eliminating weld defects, improving material flow patterns,
reducing process forces, and improving weld strengths. [3, 28-30] These advancements
do not take into account the robustness and repeatability of the control method. While
pursuing these sought after results, FSW investigators may be unknowingly reducing the
feasibility of implementing their altered tools in a constant load control scheme.
The shoulder-to-pin diameter ratio can be use as one of the simpler examples of
such a limitation that can be constrained by the use of force control. Most FSW tools use
a shoulder that is 2.5 to 3 times larger than the pin diameter [3]. As the shoulder’s
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diameter becomes smaller with respect to the pin’s, the window of forces that produce an
acceptable weld tool position becomes smaller.
Colligan [28] found that moving to a smaller shoulder diameter (from 45.7 to 30.5
mm) while maintaining the same pin diameter of 17.3 mm proved helpful in avoiding a
pre-rotation material flow defect. This defect prevented the proper joining of faying
surfaces (abutting plate surfaces to be joined) near the upper surface of conventional
FSWs. An attempt to mitigate this pre-rotation defect with a similar shoulder-reduction
approach may find that reducing the tool’s shoulder diameter too much leads to the
inability to successfully implement a load controlled weld. Welding machines with
relativity low force sensitivity and improperly tuned feedback loops would be particularly
susceptible to encountering such limitations.
Dependence on Consistent Heat Profile
The consistency of a weld’s upward reactionary force is strongly dependent upon
the temperature profile and the relative softness of the weld metal underneath the tool.
Changes in the weld temperature profile stem from changes to the heat transfer boundary
conditions that alter the heat conduction away from the weld region, and can come in a
multitude of forms:


Changes to anvil material [31]



Changes in the environment surrounding the weld panel [32]



Welding near and around corners and edges



Rapid welding, unloading, loading, and welding of new material [27]
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Lack of Rapid Start-up and Transferability
The successful implementation of a load controlled FSW requires that there exists
a fairly detailed knowledge of, or experience with, the value of the steady state weld
plunge force that produces a satisfactory tool-workpiece positional relationship.
Unfortunately, said relationship between tool position and reactionary force is extremely
dependent upon the majority of the possible variables available during FSW. Any
attempts to weld a new material alloy, temper, or thickness with load control would be at
an immediate disadvantage to position controlled welding modes. Similar difficulties
arise when attempting to weld with new tool geometries. The initial lack of knowledge
regarding the necessary loads to create proper shoulder contact would delay progress
developing process conditions.
Dependence of Plunge Force on Tool RPM and Travel Speed
Investigations [6, 33] have shown that simple changes to the process parameters
of tool RPM and travel can alter the load/tool-position relationship. This dependence
creates difficulties and places restrictions on investigators who wish to alter just one
process parameter. Changes in RPM or travel speed may require a re-working of the load
setpoint value in order to obtain proper tool position; a time consuming and costly
process.
Position Control
Friction Stir Welding can also be done in position control [3]. While the specific
method for measuring and maintaining a constant tool position may vary between
machines; there exists three main subcategories within position control.
11

1. Servo Position
2. Deflection Compensated Position
3. True Measured Position [34]
The Servo Position control mode is the only presented conventional FSW control
scheme that has no active feedback control loop. No servo motion occurs once the
programmed distance has been moved in the vertical direction (i.e. during the plunge
phase). As there is no compensation for load-induced machine compliance and its
associated flexure, the actual distance traveled by the tool will be less than the servos.
The Deflection Compensation position control scheme accounts for machine
flexure during FSW by calculating the expected true tool position based on the current
process forces and the known machine stiffness. The relative complexity and intelligence
of this control mode can vary from simple 1-dimensional linear algorithms to complex 6+
axis systems.
True measured tool position is a control mode that maintains a constant tool to
workpiece position by the use of a real-time measurement of the distance between the
two. A multitude of setups would allow for such a measurement, such as a Linear
Variable Differential Transducer (LVDT) device attached to a workpiece-riding roller or
a laser displacement meter [27, 34]. Difficulties associated with the measuring of
distance between the bottom of the rotating shoulder and the surface of the weld plate can
be mitigated by measuring from some non-rotating part of the FSW machine whose
positional relationship with the weld tool is independent of plunge force. This measuring
device would then move with the weld tool as the machine frame flexes under plunge
loads, allowing for a true measurement of the workpiece position
12

Advantages
Rapid Start-up and Transferability
Position control allows for rapid development of welding parameters in new
welding situations as it is not necessary to have knowledge of the magnitude of the
plunge force required for proper shoulder contact. This force-independence allows
investigators to quickly proceed with a first attempt at welding a new material type, alloy
temper, material thickness, or with new tool geometries. Simple measurements of tool
geometries are all that are required in order to make appropriate changes to the
programmed weld schedule.
Independent of Heat Profile
Holding an advantage over Load Controlled welds, Position Controlled welding
programs do not rely on a constant plunge force as an indication that proper shoulder
contact is occurring. As such, welding into heat soaked corners, changing weld panel
widths, and rapid welding and reloading of new material do not present potential
situations in which standard weld parameters fail to produce consistent tool positioning.
Independent of Process Parameters
Depending on the welder’s goals, altering the process parameters of tool RPM
and travel rate can be done for a multitude of reasons. The changing of these parameters
done within a research environment may be carried to document the impact on weld
forces, weld strengths, defect generation, microstructural features, fatigue performance,
and transverse hardness profiles. And while FSW operating parameters occurring in a
13

production environment tend to be altered less for consistencies sake, changes in RPM or
travel rate may occur during process development. Position controlled FSWs allow for
the altering of process parameters independent of plunge load, and do not require a
separate study to determine if a new plunge load value is required. As such, the use of
position control eliminates a potentially varying process variable and encourages more
efficient investigations during research and development efforts.
Lack of Feedback Control Noise
As position control FSW schemes have the ability to operate without any
intelligent feedback control loops, this control mode has the potential to offer the
“cleanest” recording of weld forces. Assuming proper shoulder contact has been
achieved during steady-state welding, the process forces recorded while using the Servo
Position control mode would not have any components due to tool position adjustment.
Disadvantages
Repeatability
Position control schemes that do not actively monitor the workpiece position (i.e.
not True Measured position mode) suffer from the inability to react to unexpected
changes in said position. Variations in weld panel thickness that would be successfully
accommodated with Load Control have the potential to lead to excessive flash generation
or loss of shoulder contact during Position Control.
Position Controlled welds are also sensitive to the improper initial definition of
the location of the workpiece surface; a process commonly called “zeroing.” Before the
14

weld, the FSW tool is lowered toward the panel surface until contact, at which moment
the position is defined as “zero.” Several scenarios could lead to an incorrect definition
of this zero-position, such as a burr of weld material on the bottom of the pin. If left
uncorrected, this faulty zero definition would carry though the rest of the weld program.
Dependence on Machine and Workpiece Stiffness
The feedback algorithm associated with Deflection Compensation position
controlled welds requires characterization of the weld machine stiffness in order to
successfully predict the true tool position during a loaded condition. This stiffness
characterization can quickly become non-trivial if the machine in question changes
stiffness during table or weld head motion especially in machines with a higher degree of
freedom. Characterization of these welding machines would involve additional time and
associated costs. These stiffness characteristics may change with different clamping and
material jigging setups and would require re-validation and/or characterization.
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CHAPTER III
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
MSU’s MTI RM-1 FSW Machine
In order to facilitate a better understanding of the recorded forces and other weld
data occurring during FSW, is in necessary to be familiar with the hardware and software
setup that is associated with the recording and processing of data. The RM-1 machine
(built by Manufacturing Technology, Inc. (MTI) of South Bend, IN) characterized in this
study is a 4-axis servo-electrically driven research-grade FSW machine. The machine
(Figure 3.1) is capable of controlled tool motion in the transverse (Y) and vertical (Z)
direction, controlled table motion in the longitudinal (X) direction, and manual tool tilt.
The machine is capable of four control mode types during the traversing of a
FSW: Servo Position Control (SPC), Electronic Deflection Compensation Control
(EDC), Constant Load Control (CLC), and Traverse Load Control (TLC). The first three
control modes were characterized during conventional FSW. The TLC mode is not
applicable for conventional FSW operations and was not characterized.

16

Figure 3.1

RM-1 FSW Machine Installed at Mississippi State University

The RM-1 machine, located at Mississippi State University, was used to generate
the weld data and is characterized in this study. While a specific machine was used, the
techniques and insight gained are applicable to other machines. Machine characterization
should occur prior to attempting to understand and identify material flow and defect
generation signals within the weld force data. Machine-induced force signatures should
not be confused and mistaken for anything else.
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Machine Specifications
The capabilities of the RM-1 machine are displayed in Table 3.1, per the
manufacturer [35].
Table 3.1
RM-1 Axis and Spindle Specifications
X axis (table
motion)

700 mm travel
3000 mm/min max velocity
22.25 kN max load

Y axis (tool
motion)

305 mm travel
2000 mm/min mac velocity
22.25 kN max load

Z axis (tool
motion)

400 mm travel
1000 mm/min max velocity
67 kN max load

Tilt (X-Z plane)

0-6° tilt range

Drive Motor

4600 max RPM
257 N·m max torque
2:1 drive belt to tool spindle

Tool Spindle

2300 max RPM
Spindle runout: <0.025 mm (< 0.001”)

Load Cell Configuration and Coordinate System
In order to measure the process forces acting on the weld tool, the RM-1 is
equipped with a ring of three piezoelectric load cells located above the tool. Figure 3.2 is
orientated such that the relative weld direction is into the page and shows the location of
this load cell ring with respect to the tool tip. A clockwise turning weld would therefore
have the advancing side on the left side of the tool in Figure 3.2. Figure 3.3 displays a
18

simplified schematic of the geometry of the load cells orientated with respect to the
coordinate system adopted for force measurement. When looking at Figure 3.2 and
Figure 3.3 B, negative X forces push the weld tool out of the page, negative Y forces
push the weld tool towards the left, and negative Z forces push the tool upward.

Figure 3.2

Location of Load Cell Ring
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Figure 3.3 Schematic Layout of Piezoelectric Load Cells and Force Coordinate System
Forces acting at the tool tip can be found from the measured forces at each load
cell with simple moment balance calculations (Equations 3.1-3.3) [35]. Following the
standard force directionality convention, compressive forces on the load cells are here
defined as having negative values and tensile forces positive. R is the radius of the load
cell ring (fixed at 130 mm) and D is the total load cell ring to tool tip distance (changes
with tool, but typically around 250 mm). A, B, and C are the forces occurring at each
respective load cell.
(3.1)
√

(3.2)
(3.3)

During welding, the independently moving weld table translates underneath the
load cell ring along the negative X-axis of the force coordinate system. Plunge motion is
directed down along the positive Z-axis of the force coordinate system. As such, weld
20

drag forces acting on the tool have negative X values, weld plunge forces have negative Z
values, and forces pushing the tool towards the advancing side of the weld (assuming a
clock-wise tool rotation) have negative Y values. The define coordinate system for weld
forces is a right-handed system. See Figures 3.2 and 3.3B, assuming the relative tool
travel direction moves into the page.
FSW Data Acquisition
The RM-1 FSW machine is controlled by a programmable logic controller (PLC)
and is equipped with two independent data recording systems. One recording system
operates within the native machine control software on the Human Machine Interface
(HMI) computer, and the other is mounted on an external PXI-6123 National Instruments
(NI) data acquisition system. The detailed workings of these software programs are
outside the scope of this document, but general characteristics are contained in Table 3.2
and further documented in the appendices. Appendix A details the hardware additions
necessary to record tool angular position and Appendix B describes the recording and
processing software in greater depth. It should be noted that additional channels are
available for recording on the HMI system and two open analog input channels exist on
the NI system.
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Table 3.2
Weld Data Recording Systems
Recording
System
HMI

NI

Details



Sampling Rate: 8-10 Hz (fixed)
13 Channels:
o Time
o X, Y, Z axis positions and
velocities
o X, Y, Z axis forces
o Spindle rotation speed and
torque
o Tool temperature telemetry ring



Sampling Rate: 0-500,000 Hz
(adjustable)
6 Analog Channels:
o Time (inferred)
o A, B, C load cell forces
o Spindle rotation speed and
torque
o Tool temperature telemetry ring
2 Counter Channels:
o Spindle Angular position





Tooling, Materials, and Process Parameters
A range of weld tools, processing parameters, and base materials were used
during the characterization of the RM-1 machine. Specific conditions will be reported as
the data from their welds is presented. This investigation’s goal was not to detail the
impact of specific operating conditions on machine performance, but rather to
characterize the machine response independent of tooling, weld material, processing
parameters, and other variables that may be altered by future investigators.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Servo Position Control Mode
Unlike the other available control modes, no feedback control systems are active
during the use of Servo Position Control mode and the Z-axis servos move only when
commanded by the program or operator. As this control mode is not actively altering Zposition in response to anticipated machine flexure (as in EDC control mode) or to
maintain a loading condition (as in load control mode), it has the potential to record weld
data with the least amount of machine-induced signals. However, it is important to
continue to bear in mind that load-driven machine flexure, and subsequent changes in
true tool position, will occur during the use of this control mode if process plunge forces
(Z-forces) change.
Several welds were run in an effort to better understand and characterize the
machine and recorded weld data during this control mode. Mid-weld positional changes,
or “trims”, were made in the Z-direction while operating in SPC in order to characterize
the machine’s response time and control characteristics. All welds done in SPC were
completed with the tooling and process parameters displayed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1
Tool Geometry and Process Parameters for SPC Mode Welds
Weld Tool Feature

Dimension

Process Variable

Value

Shoulder Diameter

11.6 mm

Spindle Speed

300 RPM

Shoulder Scroll Pitch

20 tpi

Travel Rate

70 mmpm

Pin Diameter

5 mm

Tool Tilt

0°

Pin Length

4.6 mm

Z-Position

Varies

Pin Thread Pitch

14 tpi

Weld Material

2195-O (annealed)
6.35 mm thick

Characterization
It was determined that the HMI recording of the Z-position data was done with
machine flexure already compensated for. And as such, the as-recorded positional data
does not represent actual servo motions, but rather the expected true tool position based
on the machine stiffness and the magnitude of the Z-load occurring at that moment.
Figure 4.1 displays this as-recorded position/force relationship. Note how the position
data, despite being in SPC mode, changes and tracks the recorded Z-force. The decrease
in the Z-forces during this chosen time span from approximately -8000 N to -7000 N
would have allowed the welding machine to relax and contract slightly; pushing the tool
further down into the weld material. The deflection calculation that is applied to the asrecorded Z-position data captures this, despite no servo motion.
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Figure 4.1

Simultaneously Recorded Z-position and Z-force Data

Currently, the machine’s true servo position is not being recorded and all Zposition data is machine flexure (EDC) compensated. Removal of this flexure
compensation can be attempted by subtracting the force-dependant flexure component; as
estimated by Equation 4.1. As defined by the adopted coordinate system, the upward
force acting on the weld tool during conventional FSW has a negative Z-force value. The
as-received machine stiffness calibration has a value of 0.013 mm/kN (i.e. 0.013 mm of
machine frame elongation per kN of load). [35]
0.013
where:
=

estimated Z-Position with EDC subtracted

=

as-recorded Z-Position with EDC calculated
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(4.1)

=

plunge force

If desired, further reverse-engineering of the applied EDC algorithm can be done
by plotting the as-recorded Z-position data vs Z-load, as is done in Figure 4.2. The linear
relationship between the two values has a slope of -0.0132 mm/kN (the machine
stiffness) and a Y-intercept of approximately -4.7 mm (the distance the servos were
programmed to travel). This linear trend predicts an EDC calculated tool position equal
to the distance of servo travel at zero load, which is expected.

Figure 4.2

Linear Relationship Between as-recoded Z-position and Z-force Data

Application of Equation 4.1 to the data presented in Figure 4.1 results in EDC
subtracted data that is shown in Figure 4.3. Note that the dual vertical scale bars are not
scaled in a different manner, but simply shifted. This EDC subtracted Z-position data
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represents the actual distance that the controlling servo motors have moved and should be
kept distinct from the as-recorded EDC compensated data.
The slight divergence from the constant nature of the EDC subtracted data at
approximately 92 seconds is suggestive that the as-recorded Z-position data in not
perfectly in time with the Z-force data. In addition, the mild non-linearity and slight
deviation of the slope in Figure 4.2 from the calibrated machine stiffness value of 0.0130
mm/kN also shows that the recorded Z-position and Z-force data are not instantaneously
correlatable. These divergences are small and only occur within a time span equal or less
than the data capture rate (8 Hz). The amount of time required for the calculation of the
EDC Z-position within the HMI software could lead to this type of deviation, but as highspeed force data is being recorded separately on the external NI system and the HMI
recorded positional data is not being used for subsequent data analysis, these deviations
and time-lagged anomalies are acceptable.
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Figure 4.3

EDC Subtracted Z-position Data Plotted Alongside EDC Compensated
Data

Careful observation of the position and Z-axis load values during a mid-weld
change in tool position led to conclusions regarding servo response time and the possible
mechanisms behind the time-dependant nature of the load response. As shown in Figure
4.4, a weld was completed during which the Z-servo position was trimmed down in 0.1
mm increments at 4 separate instances, while keeping all other parameters constant.
Such a weld, done in SPC mode, could prove useful for a multitude of reasons. For
instance, an investigator could determine the steady state Z-load value that produces
appropriate shoulder contact for a given setup with such a weld. In addition, the lack of
feedback control during SPC mode eliminates the possibility of machine-induced
signatures in the force data.
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Figure 4.4

As-recorded Z-position and Z-force Data from a Trimmed SPC Weld

In an effort to determine the amount of time necessary for the RM-1 machine to
successfully complete this 0.1 mm change in position, Equation 4.1 was applied to the
data. The resulting data is plotted alongside the as-recorded Z-position data in Figure
4.5.
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Figure 4.5

EDC Compensated and EDC Subtracted Z-position Data from a Trimmed
SPC Weld

As can be seen in Figure 4.5, the EDC subtracted data shows that the 0.1 mm
decrease in position was accomplished in under a second. The as-recorded Z-position
data (plotted in black) continues to show positional changes after servo motion ends due
to a time-dependant decrease in the Z-force. Based on this observation, the change in Zforce from a positional trim can be modeled as being influenced by two mechanisms:
1. A relatively instantaneous increase in force magnitude due to the tool
being pushed further down into the base material.
2. A time-dependant decrease in force magnitude driven by the increased
heat generation and material softening.
Looking back at Figure 4.3, the data shows that the combined influence of these
mechanisms results in a force morphology that increases sharply when tool position is
altered, and then deceases towards a steady-state value as time progresses. To further
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confirm this, EDC subtracted Z-position data was plotted alongside Z-force in Figure 4.6.
The maximum Z-force magnitude occurs at the moment servo motion ceases and is
marked by a vertical dashed line. Z-force subsequently decreases towards its steady-state
value at that given vertical position; a process that took approximately 8-10 seconds for
this weld. It is anticipated that the amount of time required for steady state conditions to
be reached will be dependent upon a multitude of factors related to heat generation and
conductive dissipation.

Figure 4.6

EDC Subtracted Z-position and Z-force Data Occurring during a
Positional Trim
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Summary
Characterization of the RM-1’s SPC mode found:


As-recorded Z-position data is deflection compensated within 1 data point



Subtraction of the EDC calculation leads to an acceptable approximation
for true servo position



Positional trim in the Z-position of 0.1 mm take less than 1 second to
complete



Two mechanisms contribute to changes in the Z-force when positional
trims occur

Future use of the SPC mode of operation should be carried out with careful
attention to the distinction between the as-recorded Z-position data, which is deflection
compensated, and the programmed commands to the Z-axis servos. The use of asrecorded Z-position values as servo commands will not reproduce the same tool
positioning.
Electronic Deflection Compensation Control Mode
During a weld operating in Electronic Deflection Compensation control mode, a
feedback control loop actively monitors the Z-axis reactionary loads and makes
positional adjustments to compensate for the anticipated elastic machine flexure. Proper
documentation of the characteristics of this control mode is necessary for FSW
investigations that aim to study the forces occurring welding, lest the process forces
created by these positional adjustments be misidentified as something more significant
than it is.
Several welds were completed on the RM-1 FSW machine in order to characterize
the EDC feedback response. Specific attention was paid to the feedback control gain
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settings, as this value controls the relative response aggressiveness of the system during
its attempt to maintain a constant positional setpoint. The tooling and process parameters
used are shown in Table 4.2.

Table 4.2
Tool Geometry and Process Parameters for EDC Mode Welds
Weld Tool Feature

Dimension

Process Variable

Value

Shoulder Diameter

30.5 mm

Spindle Speed

150 RPM

Shoulder Scroll Pitch

5.9 tpi (0.17 in)

Travel Rate

114.3 mmpm

Pin Diameter

12.7 mm

Tool Tilt

0°

Pin Length

5.4 mm

Z-Position Setpoint -5.67 mm

Pin Thread Pitch

20 tpi

Weld Material

2219-T87
6.35 mm thick

Characterization
Figure 4.7 displays the as-recorded (black) and EDC subtracted (blue) positional
data taken from the beginning of a weld traverse phase. The EDC subtracted data was
calculated per Equation 4.1. Note that the Y-axes have approximately a 20 fold
difference in scale. The plunge phase of this weld schedule was programmed to take a
relatively long time to complete (>3 minutes), and a large and relatively hot temperature
profile was subsequently built up around the plunge location. Therefore, the transition
into the colder traverse phase of the weld program was marked by rapidly increasing Zforce as the weld tool encountered colder material, as can be seen in Figure 4.8. The
large degree of increase in the Z-force during this between plunge and traverse points to
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poor agreement between the parameters of each phase, but proved useful in
characterizing the EDC control mode as it excited the feedback control loop.
An approach to arriving at more complimenting plunge and traverse parameters
would be to determine the steady-state Z-force occurring at the desired RPM and travel
speed during the traverse phase, and use that Z-force value on subsequent plunges as an
indication to end the plunge’s dwell and transition into the traverse phase (i.e. begin tool
travel when plunge forces drop to expected traverse values).

Figure 4.7

EDC Compensated and Subtracted Z-position Data from a Ringing EDC
Controlled Weld
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Figure 4.8

Z-force Data from a Ringing EDC Controlled Weld

As expected, the increasing Z-force values due to the weld tool traveling into
colder material led to an increased amount of machine flexure. The EDC control mode
adjusted the Z servo position to account for this, which can be seen by the overall
decrease in the Z-Pos (EDC subtracted) data in Figure 4.7 from -6.15 to -6.33mm. It
should therefore be noted, that constant as-recorded Z-positional values do not guarantee
that the RM-1 is not moving its Z-direction servos, but rather that the EDC control mode
is successfully mitigating any changes in machine flexure and maintaining a constant true
tool position. This can be seen after 270 seconds in Figure 4.7. As such, machine
movement influenced weld force signals may appear in the captured weld data if loads in
the Z-direction are changing substantially.
If the EDC control mode was operating perfectly, the “Z Pos Error (EDC
compensated)” would read a constant zero value. Figures 4.7 and 4.8 displays data in
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which a ringing characteristic exists in the positional and force values. This ringing is
driven by the over-aggressiveness of the control system’s response to calculated tool
positions deviating from the EDC setpoint, and was excited by the abrupt changes in Zforce at the beginning of the traverse phase.
The ringing in the “Z Pos Error (EDC compensated)” data is reminiscent of an
under-damped spring and dashpot system. The time-dependant component of the forces
generated during this ringing is analogous to the dashpot, and the position-dependant
response of EDC control algorithm is analogous to the spring. The characteristics of
time-dependant component of this system (i.e. dampening coefficient) will be closely
connected to the mechanisms and variables involved in heat generation, material
softening, and thermal conduction. As such, the dampening characteristics of this system
are not easily altered, as that would require changes in material thermal conductivity, tool
shoulder diameter, process RPM, or some other parameter that influences the timedependant characteristics of the system. Therefore, addressing the ringing nature of this
system is more readily done by altering the characteristics of the EDC control algorithm’s
response.
Similar to other feedback control systems, the EDC control mode algorithm has a
tunable gain variable that adjusts the relative aggressiveness of the response to positional
measurements deviating from the programmed setpoint. The gain setting on the RM-1
FSW machine has a range of 0-to-1; which corresponds to a system response of 0-to100% of the maximum Z-axis acceleration. The gain value was set at a default value of
0.02 (Figure 4.9) upon machine delivery, but documentation [35] indicates that some
RM-1 users prefer a more aggressive gain setting of 0.2.
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Figure 4.9

As-Received RM-1 Process Settings

As the system response shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 have an under-damped
characteristic, the RM-1’s EDC gain value was reduced to 0.01 in order to reduce the
control algorithm response aggressiveness. This was done in an effort to bring the
system’s response closer to a critically-damped condition and eliminate the positional
ringing associated with the repeated overshoot of the setpoint. This lower gain value is
outside of the manufacture’s recommended range, but was done in an effort to
characterize the system’s ringing response occurring during this very specific welding
condition (i.e. a long and hot plunge phase transitioning into a relatively cold traverse
phase). The RM-1 EDC control mode has displayed minimal positional fluctuations of
this nature during welds having more appropriate plunge conditions. As such, this altered
gain setting is not intended to become the new default setting, but rather to outline a
potential approach to minimize control ringing.
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Figure 4.10 displays the as-recorded positional error for the two welds run with
different EDC control gain values. The plunge and weld parameters and conditions were
identical except for this change to the control algorithm. The less-aggressive gain setting
of 0.01 led to a system response with significantly less over-shoot. The EDC control
mode reached a stable condition around its setpoint in approximately 20 seconds with a
gain value of 0.01; compared to 40 seconds with a gain value of 0.02.

Figure 4.10

Impact of Control Gain Value on EDC Compensated Z-position Data

The altered gain value of 0.01 also led to an under-damped system response,
which can be seen by the initial overshoot and return to stability. If it was desired to keep
this plunge schedule, further reduction of the control algorithm’s aggressiveness (i.e. gain
values <0.01) would be necessary to achieve a critically-damped response for this
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scenario and minimize the time spent reaching the setpoint during the transition between
plunge and traverse weld phases.
A quicker plunge routine with less associated heat buildup would reduce the
magnitude of the change in Z-force during the beginning of the traverse phase. A more
consistent Z-force value during this transition would serve to reduce, or even eliminate,
the level of excitation of the ringing EDC system. This approach is recommended for
future avoidance of EDC ringing at the beginning of the traverse phase.
Other sources of rapid change in the Z-force could potentially excite feedback
control ringing within the EDC system, such as mid-traverse changes in tool RPM or
traverse rates. Alteration of the feedback gain value towards a critically damped system
case can be done if the control system does not return to a steady state positional value
within an acceptable period of time.
Summary
The RM-1’s EDC mode has proven to be very useful during FSW, especially
during first-attempt welds with new weld alloys, tool geometries, and panel thicknesses.
As it is not necessary to known appropriate plunge loads (as in load control) and
machine-flexure is already accounted for, simple pre-weld measurements of panel
thickness and weld tool pin length allow for the determination of a programmable plunge
depth.
Tuning of the EDC gain parameter allowed for the reduction of system ringing
excited by sudden increases in the Z-force, though it is recommended to avoid excessive
system excitation by better matching of plunge and traverse phase parameters.
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Detailed investigations into the potential use of weld force signatures as flags for
defect generation will require a level of confidence in the identification of forces
stemming from active machine control schemes, as to not miss-identify these forces as
being created by material flow patterns. The use of Equation 4.1 on as-recorded Zposition data gives better insight into actual servo motion during EDC mode FSW. It is
recommended that this approach be implemented on future welds in order to determine if
fluctuations in the weld data are driven by EDC-related corrections to the weld position.
Constant Load Control Mode
The Constant Load Control (CLC) mode for FSWing is a very common approach
to process control and is widely used in both production and research environments.
While there are several methods for achieving a load controlling system, the RM-1
welding machine employs a feedback loop that alters the vertical position of the tool in
an attempt to maintain a constant vertical loading condition, as measured by the ring of
load-cells.
Several welds were completed on the RM-1 FSW machine in order to characterize
the CLC system response to changes in the load setpoint during the weld traverse phase.
Similar to the characterization of the EDC mode, the gain parameter within the CLC
feedback loop was altered in order to characterize the system. The tooling and process
parameters used during the CLC welds are shown in Table 4.3.
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Table 4.3
Tool Geometry and Process Parameters for CLC Mode Welds
Weld Tool Feature

Dimension

Process Variable

Value

Shoulder Diameter

15.4 mm

Spindle Speed

400 RPM

Shoulder Concavity

7°

Travel Rate

90 mmpm

Pin Max Diameter

8.9 mm

Tool Tilt

2.5°

Pin Length

4.3 mm

Z-Force Setpoint

Pin Flats

4 flats
Weld Material
0.64 mm deep

-8 kN  -10 kN
(one -2 kN trim)
2195-O (annealed)
6.35 mm thick

Characterization
The CLC feedback loop on the FSW RM-1 is a simple proportional-linear type
that defines a linear relationship between the Z-velocity response and the measured
deviation of Z-force from the setpoint. Negative Z-velocity values indicate downward
motion of the tool. Equation 4.2 shows this relationship.
∆

(4.3)

∆
where:

∆

(4.2)

=

tool velocity in the Z-direction

=

control algorithm response slope

=

current deviation from force setpoint

=

current measured Z-force

=

programmed Z-force setpoint
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Similar to the feedback algorithm on the EDC mode, the CLC system has a gain
parameter that controls the aggressiveness of the response. The value of this gain setting
has lower and upper bounds of 0 and 1000, respectively. As delivered, the RM-1
machine was tuned to a setting of 1.02. Larger gain values correspond to larger
magnitudes of S and more aggressive system responses.
In an effort to better characterize this control system, a series of bead-on-plate
welds were performed during which the Z-force setpoint was increased from -8 kN to -10
kN during the weld. The value of the gain parameter (Kp) was altered in order to
document the effect on the system response. The location of this Kp gain parameter can
be seen in the RM-1 Process Settings menu (Figure 4.9). Figure 4.11 shows the recorded
Z-force data for these trials, and the increased aggressiveness of the machine response
can be noted with high gain values.
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Figure 4.11

Influence of Z-force Control Kp value on System Response to Force Trim

Figure 4.12 displays the Z-velocity vs Z-force data from the Kp=1.5 weld. The
figure displays data that was recorded during the trimming of the Z-force from -8 kN to 10 kN. The linear relationship between Z-force and Z-velocity can be noted in the slope
of the data for both setpoints. The intersection of the data slope with Z-velocity=0
represents the moment at which the welding control scheme successfully reached the
programmed force value and stopped gross movements in the Z-direction. This type of
data plot would be useful if the documentation regarding the Z-force setpoint was lost, as
the two distinct setpoint values of -8 and -10 kN can clearly be identified. Z-Force
setpoint is not currently a recorded data channel, but can be determined from Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.12

Z-velocity vs Z-force Relationship during Force Setpoint Trim

As displayed in Table 4.4 below, the slope (S) of the control system’s linear
relationship was found for the different gain values (Kp). Figure 4.13 displays a
graphical representation of the effect of increasing the Kp gain value on the
aggressiveness of the response slope to measured loads deviating from the programmed
setpoint.
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Table 4.4
Dependence of Response Slope (S) on Kp Gain Value
Z-Load Kp
Value
1.02
1.04
1.1
1.2
1.5
3
6

Figure 4.13

Response Slope: S
(mmpm/kN)
-0.665
-0.696
-0.736
-0.796
-1.00
-1.96
-3.75

Influence of Kp Value on System Control Aggressiveness

The response slope (S) displayed a linear relationship (Equation 4.4) with the gain
value (Kp); which can be seen in Figure 4.14. This relationship would prove useful for
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prediction of machine response due to changes in the gain value, as a trial-and-error
approach could be avoided.
0.618

Figure 4.14

0.06

(4.4)

Linear Relationship between Kp Value and Response Slope

It was noted that there existed a linear relationship between the Z-load and tool
position during these weld trials, which can be seen in Figure 4.15. The slope of this
relationship (H) was determined to be 0.0814 mm/kN for this system. As expected, the
increase in Z-load from -8 kN to -10 kN led to the weld tool being pushed further into the
base material, as recorded by the servo position sensors. Independent of the
aggressiveness of the control system, it was found that a decrease in tool position of
approximately 0.17 mm occurred with this additional 2 kN load. This specific force46

position relationship (Equation 4.5) is unique to the implement weld tool, RPM, travel
speed, material thickness, degree of shoulder contact, and tilt angle. If this relationship is
know and applicable, the system response to changes in Z-force can be modeled.
(4.5)

Figure 4.15

System-specific Z-position vs Z-force Relationship

Combination of Equations 4.2-4.5 result in Equation 4.6, which models the
progressive change in Z-force due to a changing of the desired setpoint.
(4.6)
where:
=

Z-force value at t=0
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=
=

Z-force setpoint
time (minutes)

Figure 4.16 displays an overlay of this response prediction over the captured data
for the Kp=3 weld, where t=0 represents the moment at which the force setpoint is
changed. Future use of Equation 4.6 would allow for the informed selection of an
appropriate Kp gain value, though this would require knowledge of the steady-state
postion vs. Z-force relationship (Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.16

Comparison of Response Model to Collected Data

Summary
Adjustments to the CLC mode feedback control gain value, with subsequent
characterization of the system response to trims in the plunge force setpoint allowed for
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the establishment of linear relationships between the gain value and system
aggressiveness (Equation 4.4). Further determination of the Z-position vs Z-force
relationship for the specific welding conditions allowed for an overall model of system
response to be constructed (Equation 4.5).
Equation 4.1 (post-weld subtraction of EDC corrections in the Z-position data)
remains applicable for CLC welds. It is recommended that this data processing be done
to identify moments during the weld where positional corrections occur, as controlled by
the CLC feedback loop. Defect identification data analysis should not initially be done
during these moments of position correction, until the signatures associate with the
investigated type of defect are clearly identified and held distinct to those signatures
associated with positional moment of the tool.
Other Machine Frequencies
Spindle Resonance
While fully coupled dynamic vibration analysis of the RM-1 FSW machine is
outside the scope of this text, the major components associated with oscillating load cell
signals were characterized in an effort to better understand and identify potential weld
forces driven signals occurring at specific frequencies. Non-quantitative observations of
machine vibrations occurring between 600 and 900 spindle RPM were noted by both the
manufacturer and Mississippi State University, and have since been identified. [36]
During an unloaded and non-rotating condition (i.e. stationary weld tool
positioned out of contact), the MTI spindle was subjected to a sharp blows in several
directions in order to excite system resonance. Figure 4.17 displays the X-Y force data
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for blows occurring in the A) X-direction, and B) Y-direction. Subsequent Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) analysis allowed for the identification of the component resonant modes
in the frequency domain, as shown normalized to the highest peak in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.17

Ringing Spindle Forces in Response to Sharp Blow in: A.) X direction
and B.) Y direction

Figure 4.18

FFT of Spindle Response to: A.) X blow and B.) Y Blow
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It was determined that there existed 2 main signal frequencies occurring at
approximately 15 and 25 Hz. A multitude of tests were completed, which led to the
expansion of these expected frequencies to ranges of 13.5-16.5 Hz and 24.0-28.0 Hz. If
strictly associated with spindle resonance; these frequencies correspond to spindle
rotational rates of 810-990 RPM and 1440-1680 RPM, respectively. It is recommended
exercise caution when operating at these rotation rates.
The data shown in Figures 4.17 and 4.18 remained characteristic of the resonating
system though a series of varying blow directions, blow magnitudes, and spindle
positions along the Y and Z travel width. These two signals also remained consistent
during similar tests with -1,- 5, and -10 kN of downward axial Z-force. Similar
characterization should occur if changes to the system occur (i.e. a changing of the
spindle tool holder).
As expected, the length and rate of data capture altered the quality and resolution
of the FFT’s, but did not move the characteristic peaks outside of the defined range. Raw
signal data was also taken directly from the three load cells and analyzed. No additional
information or insight was gathered though this approach.
An example of one of these frequencies occurring during an actual weld is
displayed in Figure 4.19. A weld carried out at 400 RPM contained a 24.3 Hz signal
component within its X-force data, in addition to the tool rotation rate and associated
harmonics. Tool geometry and process parameters for this weld are the same as those
welds characterized in the Plunge Load Control Mode section above.
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Figure 4.19

FFT of X-force Displaying Spindle Signal Component

Motor and Transmission Assembly
Preemptive characterization of frequencies occurring within the spindle motor and
2:1 belt transmission system was done in order for future identification of these signals if
they were to appear within the recorded weld data. Table 4.5 summarizes these
frequencies.

Table 4.5
Drive Motor and Belt Transmission Frequencies
Signal
Belt Rotation
Spindle Motor Rotation
Spindle Motor Pulley
Teeth
Spindle Pulley Teeth
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Frequency
0.56 * Tool RPM
2 * Tool RPM
112 * Tool RPM
112 * Tool RPM

Signal components occurring at 2*Tool RPM have frequently been noted during
welds with a wide range of weld tool geometries and process parameters, though it is
expected that these FFT components are harmonic to the tool rotation rate, and are not
being generated from the spindle motor. Faint 112*Tool RPM signal components
generated by the pulley teeth signal have also been noted in the weld force data, but
require high sampling rates (>10,000 Hz) to detect.
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CHAPTER V
FUTURE WORK
Additional improvements and characterizations are recommended and include:
additional recording of true servo position and the construction of a load cell calibration
fixture.
Recording of True Servo Position
Working in conjunction with MTI, it is desired to activate the recording of true
servo position or servo motion. This additional data channel will allow for the clear
identification of moments during a weld during which vertical motions of the weld
machine influence the recorded weld forces. Two potential approaches have been
identified:
1. Activation of additional recording channels within the native HMI control
software
2. Recording of the raw servo control or feedback signals with the available NI
analog input channels
The second approach of recording the servo analog signals is more desired, as
high recoding rates can be achieved with the NI DAQ. The analog signal describing
servo motion must be within +/-10 V to proceed with this method.
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Load Cell Calibration Fixture
As with any other load cell contain device, it is desired to verify and calibrate the
three system load cells on the RM-1 machine in order to maintain confidence in the
recorded force data. Fabrication of a calibration fixture will allow for the continued
verification of the validity of the X, Y, and Z-axis force calculations. The usage of such a
fixture would be placed into the machine maintenance schedule. An overall assembly
drawing of such a load-cell calibration fixture is contained in Appendix C, and detailed
component-level drawings are on file at Mississippi State University.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY
The frequency components and weld force morphologies were characterized for a
linear FSW machine operating in several different control modes in an effort to promote
the ability to discern machine-induced data from forces originating from mechanisms
operating within the weld itself. A number of specific frequencies were identified and
methodologies introduced to determine when force fluctuations are the result of feedback
control responses. In addition, the control loops with the force and EDC position control
modes were explored in order to better facilitate proper tuning for future welds and better
understanding on the control mechanisms.
The characterized machine response to setpoint deviations in Z-Force (during load
control) or Z-Position (during position control) act independently of the weld process
parameters. Though the resulting influence of machine movement on the magnitude of
process force fluctuations and subsequent time-dependant evolution towards steady-state
conditions will depend on the conditions of the weld, the characterized connection
between machine movement and force value fluctuation will allow future investigations
to properly identify segments of welds during which machine actions influenced the
recorded force data.
Several machine-specific force signatures associated with the machine motor
transmission assembly and spindle resonance were also characterized and documented,
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allowing future investigators to properly identify these signals within the weld data as
being machine-induced.
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APPENDIX A
RECORDING WELD TOOL ANGULAR POSITION
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Weld force and defect characterization efforts at Mississippi State University and
in published literature [6, 9-14, 22-24, 26] would benefit from simultaneously recording
tool angular position during FSW. Knowledge of the process forces, combined with tool
angular position, allows for insight into the mechanisms behind force oscillations within
one tool rotation [37]. This capability will also assist in investigations into the effects of
tool runout, tool features, and the relative orientation of the two on material flow and
process forces.
As delivered, the RM-1 machine was equipped with a Siemens 1PH7167-2HD03OCD6 spindle motor capable of 257 Nm of torque [35]. The spindle motor contains a
High-Transistor-Logic (HTL) 1024 Pulse-per-Revolution (PPR) angular encoder that
outputs three +/-10V channels (Figure A.1). Channels A and B output +/- 10V square
waves with 1024 periods per motor revolution. Channel Z outputs a single +10V pulse
against a -10V baseline once every motor revolution, to be used as an indexing mark.
Channels A and B are phased 90 degrees with respect to each other, potentially allowing
for discrimination between clockwise and counter-clockwise motor rotation.
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Figure A.1

+/- 10V Angular Encoder Channels from Spindle Motor [35]

The +/- 10V A and Z channels were initially recorded in their raw form as analog
inputs, using the high-speed NI data acquisition system. Post-processing of the A and Z
channel waveforms did allow for the calculation of spindle motor angular position, using
the Z pulse as an indexing mark and the 1024 periods within the A signal as progressive
angular increments. This approach was abandoned as restrictive and cumbersome, as it
required high data capture rates (>100,000 Hz) to capture the brief Z index pulses
(occurring as “high” for approximately 0.081 degrees of one motor revolution) and edgedetection post-processing to count incremental A pulse counts from the initial analog
waveform. It was desired to make use of the digital event counters on the NI PXI-6123
data acquisition board to reduce the amount of post-processing required to achieve
angular position recording. It was necessary to step down the voltage of the A and Z
signals to within safe bounds for these counters, which accept 0-5 V signals.
After disconnecting the A and Z signals from the NI system, the +/-10V signals of
all three (A, B, Z) channels were reduced to 0-5V TTL logic with a 2QEOP3 Encoder
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Optical Isolator from B&B Electronics (Figure A.2). Operating at 10 MHz and having a
propagation delay of less than 70 ns [38], this in-line hardware addition is not expected to
noticeably shift or alter the high/low characteristics of the signals in the time domain.
The A and Z channel 0-5V isolator outputs were then wired to the sources of Counter 0
and Counter 1 on the NI PXI-6123 data acquisition board. Figure A.3 displayed the
wiring diagram as altered from the original [35]. Digital counting of the rising edge
event of the signal square wave occurs separately within the two counters at a 20 MHz
processing speed. The number of counted edges is then available as a recordable data
channel to the recording software.

Figure A.2

Optical Isolator Wiring for the A, B, and Z Channels [38]
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Figure A.3

Altered NI PXI-6123 data acquisition board Input Wiring Diagram [35]
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APPENDIX B
WELD DATA RECORDING AND POST-PROCESSING
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A two-part data recording and processing scheme was chosen as an appropriate
setup for Mississippi State’s RM-1 FSW machine. A number of algebraic calculations,
detailed in this appendix, are required to successfully process the raw weld data into
usable channels with appropriate units. Early attempts at simultaneous data capture and
processing of the NI DAQ data encountered difficulties above sampling rates of 270 Hz
[39]. A more efficient software program capable of higher sampling and processing rates
is certainly possible, but a two-part scheme fulfilled MSU’s requirements and alleviates
concerns of data aliasing artifacts being generated during data capture.
The two-part approach works well for a research environment, as the weld data is
analyzed after welding for investigations into correlations between weld forces and defect
generation. The far-reaching goal of these investigations is to understand these
correlations to the point where the defects can be identified in real-time and corrective
actions can be made. This ability would require a self-contained data acquisition,
analysis, action decision making, and feedback capable system that reacts within an
appropriate timeframe.
Weld Data Recording
The goal of MSU’s recording software is to stream raw weld data to memory with
minimal processing in order to encourage high sampling rate capability and a lack of
processing artifacts. At the time of writing this document the most current version of this
data recording program is “MSUFSW_recorder_111031_v2.vi”. Programmed in
LabView 2010 and using a National Instruments (NI) PXI-6123 simultaneous sampling
multifunction data acquisition board, the system records 6 analog input channels and 2
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counter values (as previously outlined in Chapter 3) and streams the data to a NI-TDMS
type file extension. The counters operate at 20 MHz and the analog input channels are
each capable of a 500 kHz sampling rate [40]. As such, the maximum sampling rate for
the recording setup is 500 kHz. To avoid massive data files, such a high capture rate is
not recommended for long periods of time. Unpublished investigations concluded that
sample rates of 256 samples per tool revolution successfully capture weld force signal
components and that higher rates do not achieve additional insight [41]. Data capture
rates between 500-2000 Hz have been successful for welds lasting 2-5 minutes and
generate data files on the order of 10-20 megabytes (MB). Figure B.1 displays the front
panel of the recording software. The recording must be started manually and the only
editable option is the sample rate.

Figure B.1

Weld Data Recording Software Front Panel
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Weld Data Post-Processing
A post-weld data processing program was written in LabView 2010 and installed
on the RM-1 FSW machine. At the time of writing this document the most current
version of this data processing program is “TMDSmasseuse_v120216.vi”. Table B.1
summarizes the data channels that this program is capable of outputting, listed in the
order that they would appear in the outputted data file. Each channel is briefly explained
in further detail below.

Table B.1
Available Post-Processed Data Channels
Output
Channel
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Output Channel Name

Unit

Optional?

Time
Tool Angular Position (1)
Tool Angular Position (2)
Potential Error in Angular
Position
X-Force
Y-Force
Z-Force
Load Cell A
Load Cell B
Load Cell C
Spindle RPM
Spindle Torque
Tool Temperature
A Pulse Count
Z Pulse Count

s
deg
deg
binary

No
Yes
Yes
Yes

N
N
N
N
N
N
RPM
N·m
AU
integer
integer

No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Time
The outputted timestamp is calculated by progressively adding the change in time
(Δt) occurring between data points. The Δt between data points is imbedded within the
streamed TDMS data file.
Tool Angular Position and Potential Error
As described in Appendix A, the number of A and Z pulses generated by the
angular encoder on the spindle motor are digitally detected, counted, and recorded by
Counters 0 and 1, respectively. The data recording software then records the active count
number at the desired overall data sample rate specified during recording. As the spindle
motor is geared down to the tool spindle in a 2:1 ratio, there are 2 Z index pulses and
2024 A pulses per tool revolution.
Prior to the start of a clockwise-rotating weld program, the tool spindle should be
manually rotated such that the tool holder set-screw faces forward along the direction of
weld travel, which is defined as θ=0°. This is to ensure that the first detected Z pulse
occurs at a known orientation and to avoid recording a weld tool angular position that is
180° out of phase with reality. At the time of writing this document, the first Z pulse
occurs 498 A pulses after θ=0° during a clockwise rotation. As such, odd Z pulse counts
occur at a tool angular position of 88.6° and even Z pulse counts occur at 268.6°. The
processing software uses all odd Z pulses as indexing marks and subsequent increases in
the A count value to determine angular position. This 498 A pulse value is editable on
the processing program’s front panel (Figure B.2) and will change if the spindle motor is
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ever rotated independently of the tool spindle (possibly occurring if the drive belt is
removed and reinstalled).

Figure B.2

Angular Position Bounds and Orientation Values\

Occurring several times every minute, sporadic false Z pulses occur that do not
correspond to an actual indexing pulse (i.e. not at 88.6° or 268.6°). The exact cause of
these false pulses is currently unknown, but an improperly shielded or grounded cable
could lead to enough electrical noise to trigger a count event to be recorded. An
unexpected Z pulse, if left uncorrected, has the potential to shift the entire angular
recoding data 180°, as the addition of a false Z counts shifts true even Z counts odd, and
vice-versa. In an effort to make this data channel more robust, the number of A pulses
occurring since the last Z pulse is compared to bounding values every time a new Z pulse
is detected. Figure B.2 displays these editable bound values, set at a default range of
1000-1050. Exactly 1024 A pulses should occur between two true Z pulses, but
experimental trials found that 1024 ±20 pulses are actually counted. If the number of A
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pulses since the previous Z pulse does not fall within these bounds the current Z pulse is
rejected as a false data point. The rejection of a false Z pulse is marked by a “1” value
against the nominal “0” value in the “Potential Error in Angular Position” data channel,
such that a researcher may go back and manually verify the successful navigation of the
errant pulse.
As it is anticipated that a false Z pulse will eventually occur within the prescribed
bound values and will therefore be indistinguishable from a true Z pulse, an additional
data channel named “Tool Angular Position (2)” may be calculated. This data channel is
simply shifted 180° from “Tool Angular Position (1)” and will represent the true tool
angular position in the case that an uncorrected false Z pulse leads to the switching of odd
and even Z count locations.
The angular resolution (θ, in degrees) of the angular position channels are
dependent on the spindle motor RPM (S) and data sample rate (Hz), as shown in
Equation B.1. For example, a weld tool rotating at 300 RPM and a sampling rate of 1000
Hz would lead to an angular resolution of ±1.8° between recorded data points.
(B.1)
X, Y, Z Forces
Following the force equations and coordinate system defined in Chapter 3, the
forces acting on the tool in the X, Y, and Z directions are calculated within the postprocessing program from the raw analog signals from the three load cells. In order to
determine the amount of force occurring at each load cell, it is necessary to linearly scale
and offset the analog signals recorded by the NI DAQ. The scale multiplier for each load
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cell is a fixed value that will only change during calibration of the load cell ring. The
additive offset value changes every time the load cells are zeroed within the HMI weld
control program. As such, these offset values will not be constant from weld to weld and
need to be documented from the HMI Force Sensor Calibration Menu (Figure B.3) for
input into the post-processing program (Figure B.4). A drift compensation value also
exists in order to correct for the time-dependant drift of measured force values, but the
values of this drift factor are several orders of magnitude less than the offset values and
are commonly not included in the post-processing calculation of load cell forces.

Figure B.3

Force Sensor Calibration Menu within HMI console
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Figure B.4

Load Cell Scale, Offset, and Drift Input Menu

Once the forces acting on the load cells are known, it is necessary to know the
Load Cell Radius, Load Cell to Spindle Face, and Spindle Face to Tool Tip distances in
order to calculate the forces acting on the tool tip (as outlined in Chapter 3). The Load
Cell Radius and Load Cell to Spindle Face distances are fixed at 167.5 mm and 125 mm,
respectively. Once measured, it is required to input the Spindle Face to Tool Tip distance
into the HMI control software (Figure B.5) and the post-processing software (Figure
B.6).

Figure B.5

Spindle Tool Distance Setup Menu within HMI Console
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Figure B.6

Spindle Face to Tool Tip Input Menu

A, B, C Load Cell Forces
The post-processing software can output the forces occurring at the individual
load cells, if desired. The calculation of these forces are done using the same procedure
and scale/offset values as outlined above, but no calculations are done to determine the
forces at the tool tip. This data output would prove useful during any load-cell
diagnostics.
Spindle RPM, Torque, and Tool Temperature
The as-recorded analog Spindle RPM signal requires a scalar and offset in order
to calculate the rotation rate of the spindle. The raw 0-10V signal corresponds to 0-2300
Spindle RPM. Experimental trials determined that a small scalar and a slight deviation
from the expected scalar of 230 was necessary to match the spindle rotation rate, but
these adjustments are small compared to the overall signal value. Figure B.7 displays
these fixes values.
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Figure B.7

Scalar and Offset Values for Spindle Torque, RPM, and Tool Temperature

Torque measurements on the RM-1 FSW machine are calculated from the amount
of current draw occurring at the spindle motor. The as-recorded 0-10V analog Torque
signal represents 0-100 Amps of current draw at the spindle motor. [42] The spindle
motor outputs a maximum torque of 257 N·m at 70 Amps of current draw and is geared
down in a 2:1 ratio to the spindle. As such, the scalar to convent the raw NI DAQ
recorded torque signal to N·m of torque at the spindle is 71.3889, displayed in Figure
B.7. This torque calculation was experimentally verified at MTI prior to machine
delivery.
The RM-1 machine is equipped with a telemetry ring and signal amplifier that
allows for the recording of thermocouple measurements. A thermocouple embedded
within the spinning weld tool is connected to the telemetry ring, which broadcasts the
signal to a stationary receiver antenna. This signal is then amplified and then passed to
the NI-DAQ hardware for recording. The relative scale and offset values necessary to
calculate temperature from this signal will depend on the type of thermocouple used and
the degree of signal amplification.
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A and Z Counter Values
The raw count values of the A and Z channels are available for output from the
post-processing software. These signals start at 0 and count up, based on how many
square waves have occurred. This data output would be useful for determining tool
angular position in the event that the angular calculator fails to perform.
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APPENDIX C
RM-1 LOAD CELL CALIBRATION FIXTURE DRAWING
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